Prius c tail light

Discussion in ' Prius c Accessories and Modifications ' started by ufourya , Jul 12, Tail light
mod Discussion in ' Prius c Accessories and Modifications ' started by ufourya , Jul 12, I haven't
been satisfied with the tail lights from the moment I saw them. In my opinion they are too large
and have way too much chrome especially when on a dark car. In fact, I don't really care for
altezza type tails. I've played around with vinyl overlays and plasti-dip and not been pleased
with the results. I finally took a sort of permanent step and arrived at a mixture of oem paint and
vinyl. I won't be undoing the paint, but still have options for the vinyl. From a safety standpoint I
used a lighter smoked vinyl rather than a darker which would probably look even better. Don't
be shy about criticism, tastes vary. Don't like? Looks times better. I have hated altezza's from
the day they first started showing up on every honda in existence. Then Toyota started doing
clear tails on everything - they are hideous, especially the ones on the PriusC. I dont know why
a car company would want to maul the image of their vehicle with a huge gaudy patch of
chrome. I am about ready to finally pull the trigger and do my tails, I will be going about it
differently than you did, but same basic idea. I am just nervous since it involves baking and
opening the lens. Anyways - awesome work - your tails look way better than the OEM ones.
Mik1 Member. People can have different opinion that's for sure, but the only thing which can not
be neglected is that your job is well done. They look even better than those on ebay for a couple
hundred dollars. Great job!!! Prismart likes this. BlackPC2 New Member. I like, but would never
attempt on my own car. Maybe some tail light tints.. Ashley7 Active Member. I'm pretty apathetic
about the look of the regular taillights, but your mod does look really great. Nicely done.
ChinchillaGirl likes this. I like the look of it, also gives me an idea what it'd look like on my car
since it's the same color good job! Now that the chrome-reduction projects are slowly coming
to fruition, I re-thought the hubcaps and have temporarily replaced the stainless steel with the
original hubcaps painted black. Front headlights seem too bright now as well. Netineti likes this.
There ought to be an international law against letting the Japanese style cars or motorcycles.
Exhibit 1 for the prosecution is the hideous taillight assy on prii. This proves the Japanese have
no sense of style, taste, or proportion. Congratulations to the OP for hiding much of the
ugliness. I like the blacked out wheel covers better than the chrome. Looks sick! SuperGLS
Member. Yeah, looks good and a clean job as well. Can't beat that. Nic Lechner Junior Member. I
did prefer your pizza pan hub caps to the painted ones. They gave a nice clean contrast to the
dark color of your car. Prismart Junior Member. You must log in or sign up to post here. Show
Ignored Content. Similar Threads - Tail light. Replies: 6 Views: 1, Replies: 4 Views: 2, My
Exterior Mods Tail light, visors, tints, etc. Replies: 3 Views: 3, Danny13pruisc3 Nov 29, Replies:
4 Views: 4, Ikarus Jan 6, Valenti tail lights Share This Page. Your name or email address: Do you
already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your
password? Kevinxu New Member. Hi everyone, I have a Toyota Prius C. Recently, I was
bothered by both tail lights of my car. Can anyone provide any suggestion to me to fix them?
Thanks in advance. Montgomery likes this. The tail lights often have a common ground for both
bulbs. First check the bulbs. Then check the ground. If you don't know how to do that, find a
Toyota shop. Thank you Bisco, there is nothing wrong with the fuse. Leadfoot J. McCoalroller
Senior Member. McCoalroller , Feb 8, I'm going to add to this thread. I was driving home last
night and a co-worker happened to be behind me. He called me to tell me that my tail lights were
both out. Brake lights work, turn signals work. I was hoping it was just a fuse BTW, what a pain
in the Plus, the fog lights and other things on that fuse all work. As it happens, I just replaced a
tail light bulb a couple of weeks ago. Seems like it would be a weird coincidence for both bulbs
to have now failed. Could that have anything to do with it? If not, what are my next options?
Now that I think about it, I'm pretty sure it was a turn signal bulb i replaced. No, it was definitely
in full "lights on" position. But it was a simple fix. I replaced both tail light bulbs and all's well.
Funny thing is when I first discovered the problem, I was hoping it was just a fuse. But after
going through all the contortions required to check the fuse, now I'm grateful it was the bulbs,
as they're a lot easier to replace. You must log in or sign up to post here. Show Ignored
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inside the car, and learn about the assignment of each fuse fuse layout. The fuse box is located
under the instrument panel left side , under the lid. In the engine compartment there are two
fuse blocks â€” the main fuse block is on the right side, the additional unit is on the left side of
the vehicle. How to check the fuses? How to replace a blown fuse? Why do car fuses blow?
Types of automotive fuses. Toyota Prius XW50; Table of Contents. Passenger Compartment
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